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This year Button Factory Arts celebrates our 25th anniversary. Part of our initiative
was to create a book that celebrates our art centre and its development over the past
25 years. Button Factory Arts has a rich history of exhibitions, art classes, workshops,
community engaged art and outreach projects. We continue to work with
professional artists in the community and to create a vibrant space that makes art
accessible to everyone. 

The content of this book is divided into three sections: 

1: History of the building
2: Formation of Waterloo Community Art Centre with focus on the first 10 years, early
milestones and past anniversaries
3: An-in depth look at the exhibitions, events, educational programs, and 25th
anniversary celebrations of 2019

This book does not represent a full history of the organization. It highlights a
selection of events which tell the story of the grassroots initiative which brought the
first community art centre to Uptown Waterloo. It was established as the Waterloo
Community Art Centre (WCAC), a non-profit charity started by volunteers. The art
centre has stood the test of time due to the dedicated work of individuals and groups
who believe in the importance of art.  

There are so many amazing people who have been involved in the development of
this community space, far too many to name them all. We would like to say thank
you to everyone who has put time into making the art centre what it is today, and we
look forward to a future of continuing to provide art to our community. If you have a
connection to the art centre that you would like to share -- stories, photos or
information, please do reach out to us. We would be happy to include these things as
we work toward developing our archives.

Allie Brenner, Program Director

ABOUT THIS BOOK
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TS Founded in 1994, Button Factory Arts is a non-profit, charitable
organization offering a diverse range of arts programming through
exhibitions, classes, community engaged art projects and sales of
unique work by local artists & artisans. We are a well respected and
thriving community art centre in Uptown Waterloo. We have a
history of commitment toward our students and our artists. We are
dedicated to producing programming that will bring  out the artist
in our students. We offer programs for all ages and experience levels
at our Uptown location, as well as in the buildings of various
organizations throughout the region through outreach and
community partnerships.

WHO ARE WE?

Studio: An accessible and inclusive space home to our programs,
workshops, and print studio. 

Gallery: A space for exhibitions in a range of mediums for emerging
to established artists.

Gift Shop: Where local artists and artisans sell their work.

Performance & Rental space: Offered as a rental space to our
members and the community. The second of our building is home
to weekly meetings and gatherings from our many partnering arts
and culture organizations.

To enliven Waterloo
Region as an inclusive
hub that inspires and
facilitates artistic
exploration and creativity

VISION

MISSION

To offer arts education
and promote
engagement within the
arts in our community.

Inclusiveness:  
We believe that arts should
be accessible to everyone
Experimentation: 
We believe in artistic
exploration without barriers 
Development: 
We believe in helping people
grow as artists and art lovers
Cultural Enrichment: 
We believe that art improves
the lives of individuals within
our community

VALUES
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The building:

A SHORT HISTORY
HISTORY OF THE BUILDING
RICHARD & RUDOLPH ROSCHMAN
CHANGING TIMES



Constructed in 1886, at 25 Queen (later
Regina) Street South. The business, owned
by Richard and Rudolph Roschman, closed
in the mid 1940s. The building was
subsequently used by Duffas Plywood
Limited, the Ontario Glove Manufacturing
Company and Schendel Office Supplies. In
1982 it was designated by the City of
Waterloo as a historical and architecturally
significant landmark, now the cherished
home of Button Factory Arts.

HISTORY
OF THE
BUILDING
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Richard Roschman stowed away on a ship near
the end of the Franco-Prussian war to avoid
joining the army. Fortunately when the 23-year-
old German tool maker announced his presence
to the ship’s captain, he agreed to let Roschman
work for his passage to Canada. When Roschman
arrived in Québec on March 23, 1871, the captain
told him to head to Berlin, Ontario where he
would find many of his countrymen. Berlin
supported a thriving button industry at the time
with five local factories. Roschman began working
at the Vogelsang and Shantz Button Factory, one
of the first of its kind in Canada, shortly after
settling in the area. After learning the trade,
Roschman decided to open the first button
business in Waterloo in 1878 with partner Daniel
Bowman. When his brother Rudolph arrived, he
began working there as well, and by 1884 the
Roschman brothers were in business together.

RICHARD & RUDOLPH 

The Roschmans were just two of thirteen
children born in Ulm, Germany, to a
prominent soap manufacturing
family.“(Richard Roschman) came to the
New World with little capital, but with
strong determination and by unfaltering
energy and perseverance he has worked
his way upward in the business world
from a humble financial position to one of
affluence.” As the business grew, the
Roschmans built a new factory in the late
1880s on what is now Regina Street in
Uptown Waterloo. The historic factory has
been designated a heritage landmark and
is being used by the Waterloo Community
Arts Centre. It is generally described as
“Mennonite Georgian” and is considered
to be an excellent example of a late
nineteenth-century industrial building. 
By 1900, more than one hundred men and
women were making everything from
buttons to buckles and cufflinks. A
Waterloo woman who worked at the
factory as a 14-year-old remembers: “It
was dirty work, the shells were brittle and
sandy, I sorted them and put them in
baskets, then men carried them away to
be stamped into buttons. There were a lot
of young people working there; the girls
sat at long tables to sort and grade. I
made $5 a week.”

“It was dirty work, the shells
were brittle and sandy, I

sorted them and put them in
baskets, then men carried
them away to be stamped

into buttons"

ROSCHMAN
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The three storey building and its tall,
equally proportioned rows of
windows exude a classic stateliness
and monumental air. The segmental
arches over the windows and the
dental brick work where the wall
meets the roof add to the graceful
stature of the architecture.

"Passers-by would often see the
heaps of shells piled in the factory’s
yard. When the discarded shells
accumulated to form a large heap,
they were hauled away to be used as
clean landfill."

Business was good to Richard and
Rudolph for many years; both of them
married and raised children in the
community. They were also actively
involved in the Swedenborgian
Church of the New Jerusalem on King
Street. However, their fortunes began
to change when cheap plastic buttons
from Japan flooded the North
American market, making it difficult
for the brothers to compete. As well,
hand-tailored suits were being
replaced by machine-made clothing
that needed the symmetrical plastic
buttons for the assembly-line. The
use of zippers cut further into their
market, and by the mid-1940s the
Roschman button factory was shut
down.Today the Button Factory is
considered one of the finest examples
of late nineteenth century industrial
building in the area. 

CHANGING TIMES...

Historic Profile from the series, Waterloo's
Heritage Preserved. Produced by the City of
Waterloo, 1989, with thanks to the Rochman family,
Waterloo LACAC, Waterloo Public Library, Kitchener
Public Library and Doon Heritage Crossroads.  Edited
by Margaret Zavaros. 

Above: The Waterloo Button Factory --note the shell heap to the
left in the top photo.
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The beginning:

OUR STORY
APPROACHING THE CITY
EARTH DAY CLEAN UP
GETTING STARTED
THE FIRST 10 YEARS
ANNIVERSARIES, MILESTONES & EVENTS



Welcome to Button Factory Arts.

Where people once made buttons, and then made gloves, people

here - now - make a different kind of necessity. 

Art. 

 

And now, as much as ever, the world needs more art. 

As arguments rage over this versus that or you versus me we can

shout ourselves hoarse or we can bring our voices together and

find harmony.

 

The world needs more art. 

On our hardest days, our all-too-human days we can struggle alone

or we can find solace in a book feel connection in a poem or look

at a painting and see ourselves. The world needs more art because

sometimes the beauty of it all is just too much to be contained and

all you can do is dance. The world needs more art because without

it, what are we?

 

This building has stood here for 133 years.

This community has been here -- drawing, dancing, building,

dreaming -- for just 25. 

The day is young and the world needs more art.

So let's keep making it. 

Here.

 

Tenille Bonoguore, 

City of Waterloo Councillor
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On February 11th, 1993, one hundred people gathered at
the Adult Recreation Centre in Waterloo to discuss the
formation of the Waterloo Community Arts Centre (WCAC)
now known as Button Factory Arts. There was excitement
and anticipation in the air. After all, a community art
centre in our city was long overdue. Finally the possibility
of creating our own artist run space was within reach.
WCAC was formed after this meeting.  A proposal was
presented to the City of Waterloo and it was agreed that
WCAC be given a three year mandate to create a self-
supporting art centre in the Old Button Factory.

1993: 
ONE HUNDRED GATHER

1994: 
ESTABLISHED AS WCAC
WCAC (Button Factory Arts) was then established and
incorporated in 1994.  

1995: 
COME HOME TO THE ARTS
An event at which the public were invited to become
members, to meet other artists and to be part of the
discussion of which workshops, classes and events they
would like to see at WCAC. This was the beginning of
program start up at the new arts centre. 

In September 1996, WCAC was granted a long-term lease
on the Button Factory, which has now become a vital part
of Uptown Waterloo.

1996: 
LONG TERM LEASE

GR
AS

SR
OO

TS
 IN

IT
IA

TI
VE
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President: Leah Batty
Vice President: Gloria Armstrong
Secretary: Monica Collins
Treasurer: Sandra Weiler
Administrator: Sher DiCiccio
Fundraising Chair: Nancy Norman
Management Chair: Lew Fraser
Physical Plant Chair: Bob Nicol
Archivist: Olive Budd
Programming Chair: Fiona Heath
MLA: Gordon Green
Ex-officio: Bob McFarland, Joan McKinnon,
Waterloo Councillor
Founding members (found on record): 
Paul Cook, Victoria Shannon

Early Board
of Directors

The first logo used by WCAC
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Above: Bob Nicol, Bob McFarland, Gloria
Armstrong, Sher DiCiccio, Tricia Siemens

Gloria Armstrong Bob Nicol

Left: Accessibility team getting ready for
installation of the new ramp at WCAC.
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The Beginning of
Programs at " WCAC"
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This large council table was used in the boardroom turned
studio at Button Factory Arts for years, and is now being used

at the front desk reception area at Button Factory Arts (2019). 
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Early years in the Gallery
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The first Button Factory Arts
Program Guide which included
programs running from May -
August, 1995. There were some
programs running before the
release of this guide. But this is
thought to be the first structured
program guide. It was created as a
tri-fold brochure and programs
included:

Modern Dance for Adults 
with Stephen Filipowicz.

Creative Summer Art Workshops
for Children with Matt Catalano
and Alison Mann.

Life Drawing Studio 
with Debbie Johnston

Painting Uptown Waterloo 
with Victoria Shannon

Watercolour Classes 
with Victoria Shannon

Children's Paper Making 
and Story Writing 
with Sher DiCiccio

The front Cover titled "Jacobean
Spring" was designed by Joan
Nuhn. A KW resident and student of
the Waterloo Community Art
Centre. Joan attended the Adult
intro to printmaking class at WCAC
in which they developed the skills
to design this cover art.

Developing a
program guide
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Left: Matt Catalano and Alison Mann
instructing at the very first WCAC summer
camp in 1996.

Daily summer classes were also taught by
Victoria Shannon and Joanna Strong.
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Left: Cover/top of The Button Box,
designed by Melissa Doherty, 1996.

Below: Local writer, and art supporter,
Veronica Ross speaking about the Button Box
which can be seen on the podium. 

The
Button
Box
Fundraiser
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Early Resident Groups

Recycle Cycles was first housed in the basement
of WCAC. Theatre On The Edge (TOTE) still
performs at Button Factory Arts every Thursday!
(2019) Other early resident groups included:
Choreographers' Collective, KW Gem & Mineral
Club, KW Chamber Orchestra, Canadian Authors
Association, and KW Children's Drama Workshop
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Colours of Art was the first Exhibition
at Waterloo Community Arts Centre
in 1994. 

Above Image: Flyer from the Fourth
Annual Show in 1997 and 
Left: A clipping from the Waterloo
Chronicle advertising the exhibition.

The Members' Show is still an annual event at Button Factory Arts. Its focus is to bring members
together. It is a show that focuses on inclusivity and invites artist members at all levels of their
career to submit their work.
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March Break
WITH: MELISSA DOHERTY
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The First Juried Exhibition held at
Waterloo Community Arts Centre
/ Button Factory Arts was held
May 23 - June 8th, 2000. 

This annual exhibition still runs at
Button Factory Arts (2019) with a
different juror chosen each year.

Below: Call to artists to submit
for the Juried Exhibition in the
January - June, 2000 program
guide.
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Life Drawing and Sketch Club
began as some of the earliest
drop in programs at WCAC
(approx 1994/1995). Although
facilitators have changed
throughout the years, these
programs still run every week at
Button Factory Arts.

2019 Life Drawing facilitators
are Karen Fletcher and Fabio
Gasbarri. Pira Urosevic acts as
the coordinator for Sketch Club.

Drop in Programs
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We acknowledge that our facility is located on the traditional territory of   the Neutral, Anishinaabeg and
Haudenosaunee peoples. Button Factory Arts is situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land promised to

the Six Nations that includes ten kilometres on each side of the Grand River.
36
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Above: Opening of The Grand View
Juried Exhibition at Waterloo
Community Arts Centre, 2002

Left: Heather Franklin with her
piece, Grand Evening (2002).

Artists: Marion R. Anderson, Kelly
Borgers, Vicki Brophey, Linda
Brubacher, Jeff Ferst, Heather
Franklin, Donna Gottdenker, Mary
E. Guillaume, Dorothy Harvey, Mary
Lou Hiller, Bea Hogan, Teri Gruzdz
Keenliside, Brent G. Mersey, Jean
Newberry, Don Routly, Victoria
Shannon, Kathy Shumka, Arlene
Turkington, Monte Wright

Curator, Catalogue Design: Gloria Armstrong | Catalogue Editor Sher DiCiccio | Design Consultant: Corey Tucker
Board of Directors (2002) John Hall, President | Ron Green, Vice-President | Phyllis Winfield, Treasurer 
Norma McDonald, Secretary | Sher DiCiccio, Executive Director | Elaine Auerbach, Program Committee
Zen Bandik, 55+ Advisory | Linda Brubacher, Ways and Means Cte. | Judith Butterworth, Membership 

Robert Nicol, Policy, Planning. Management | Don Routly. Policy, Planning. Management 
Sharon Voskamp, Special Events
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1993: 10 year anniversary of citizens
proposing WCAC to the City of Waterloo

Peter Etril Snyder presenting painting for posters at "Gala" Art Show, Feb 15, 2003
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2004: 
The Official 10 year anniversary
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2009: 
Button Factory Arts
Celebrates15 Years
as an art centre
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Left: Sheila MacDonal Roberts with Katleen Poste
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The Button Factory is a magical 
place and we have been lucky to 
be involved in the community 
for so long (2006). We first 
started out running summer 
camps and PD days and the 
Button Factory has become a
second home. Meeting all kinds 
of passionate and interesting 
people that pass through is a 
highlight. 

With the help of the Button 
Factory, we were so fortunate to 
fulfill a dream of creating KW’s 
Procession of the Species 
Celebration. Based off of 
Olympia Washington’s 
procession, we provided free 
workshops for creating 
costumes, other art forms and 
educational speakers discussing 
environmental issues. 

The confidence gained from the 
support of this community has 
helped us with our business 
Trash Theatre. TT is an eco-arts 
education company, focusing on 
combining science and art to 
empower young minds. We also 
have Wildlife Gardening, an 
ecological landscaping and 
native plant nursery.  Thank you 
Button Factory for being an 
outlet of creativity for so many.

WORDS FROM
CRYSTAL BRADFORD 
& LIAM KIJEWSKI

Procession of the Species
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This year, Button Factory Arts celebrates its 20th
anniversary serving the community as an arts centre.
While the Button Factory has been home to an art centre
in recent years, the building has served the community in
a variety of industrial functions, primarily as Roschman’s
Button Factory for which it was built in 1886. Button-Up,
Button-Down examines the role of the Button Factory as a
pillar of the community and a space for collaborative
work, both in the past and present. 

The exterior installation by artist Sue Sturdy, sees the
façade of the Button Factory whimsically transformed by
“button-up” shirts. What looks like a clothesline of shirts 

B U T T O N - U P ,  B U T T O N - D O W N
S U E  S T U R D Y

20th Anniversary wraps the building, but in fact the shirts are
linked together, connected by the buttons on
the cuffs. 

Sturdy has commented on the prior role of the
Button Factory in conjunction with the
neighbouring textile industries in Cambridge
and Kitchener. The dominating visual in this
piece is the fabric of the shirts, but the most
functional element is the buttons . "The shirts
would have very little value without
something to fasten them together. This also
functions as a contemporary metaphor as
people of all vocations and backgrounds
connect at Button Factory Arts on a daily
basis." The shirts used for the installation
were generously donated by members of the
community and literally represent citizens of
Waterloo Region.
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Button Factory Arts Board member and artist, 
Sue Sturdy, with installation Button-Up, Button Down

The member’s gallery exhibition further probes
the history of the Button Factory as a workspace.
The works submitted this year were asked to
respond to any of the following: physical
location, buttons, the industrial workspace and
women in industry. From its inception in the late
1800s, Roschman’s Button Factory was a
significant employer of young women. Button
Factory Arts still reflects a strong female
presence in 2014, as the majority of Button
Factory Arts members and staff are female.

The work created for the 20th Anniversary
Celebrations was also featured in Summerlights
Festival, 2014 which took place in Uptown
Waterloo and Downtown Kitchener
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The Department of Drama and Speech
Communication has partnered with members
of the Baden Storytellers to explore the Button
Factory’s past and present in She Haunts This
Place, an immersive multimedia performance. 

Three shows took place on Saturday, June 21st
at  8pm, 10pm and midnight. In 2014 Button
Factory Arts celebrated their 20th anniversary
serving the community as an arts centre. But
the building it inhabits served the community in
a variety of industrial functions, primarily as
Roschman’s Button Factory for which it was
built in 1886.  While the uses are dramatically
different, the building still stands as a place for
group work and collaborative creation.

Photo of the performance, Paul Cegys

The production weaves together a variety of different
forms.  It is directed by Professor Andy Houston and
features stories told by Brenda Byers, Mary McCullum
Baldasaro and Michele Braniff, all members of the Baden
Storytellers.  Students from the department include Zac
Gungl, Emma Mann, Kara Nagel and Vanessa Wainwright.
 Film and projections by Samuel Houston and music
composed by Meghan Bunce and projection & lighting
design by Paul Cegys.

It has been rumoured that some of the spirits of past
workers still haunt the Button Factory. Renters, staff and
tenants in the building claim to have heard women’s
footsteps. It is very reasonable to believe the spirits are
those of women, as the Button Factory was one of the few
places where young women could find employment. A
photograph taken in 1890, found in Waterloo: An Illustrated
History, has been very inspirational in the creation process.
It affirms that many of the staff members were women and
quite young. The production imagines the reality of these
girls and suggests that their spirits are still present in the
building, and indeed the challenges they faced in the work
place still haunt working women today.
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What happens when a building becomes an object of
representation for theatre, or story telling, for music
or video? As a site that we have utilized for the
creation of this performance, I think the Button
Factory has evolved into two realities. The first is
based on its substantial, matter-of-fact existence;
the second has to do with our gaze. This view is
puzzled by our desires and anxieties. Indeed, this
second ‘reality’ is posited by our feelings and
experiences of the place; although, it may seem like
a pure illusion, it is capable of triggering a whole
chain of consequences that materially affect our
experience of the first. She Haunts This Place is the
dramatized result of our perception of how this
place affects us.This, of course, is a kind of haunting.
In exploring the Button Factory and its history, our
ensemble of artists have become mediums to
experiences that are embedded in the building. 

S H E   H A U N T S  T H I S  P L A C E
A N D Y  H O U S T O N

While some of these experiences are set in the
building’s actual history, often they are a part of
a different truth that we feel this site must
convey. I hope you will participate this evening
as a witness to this haunting, and in so doing I
trust that you may find yourself present in some
fundamentally ethical way, to feel the weight of
things and your own place in them, even if that
place is simply, for the moment, as someone
who has seen a ghost.

All aspects of the featured 20th Anniversary projects
have been supported generously through the Ontario
Arts Council, Multi and Integrated Arts grant.  

Above: Photo of the performance, Andy Houston
Right: Photos of the performance, Paul Cegys
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Print by Robert Creighton. Created during the 2014 Artist in Residency at Button Factory
Arts. This print has since been shown in Chicago and Albuquerque.
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Art That Moves You promotes the arts through the public display
of visual artwork and poetry on the ixpress buses and inspiring
the work-a-day commuter with accessible arts for the everyday,
whether it be a haiku or poem or thought for the day; or a small
portrait drawing or landscape painting to refresh the rider's soul. 

These images will be printed similar to the regular advertising in
the 11 X 35" format, adjacent to the advertising in the overhead
department. April 2016-March 2017. An opening reception will be
held at the Gallery on Tuesday, April 12, 2016 from 6-8:00 pm with
remarks at 6:30 pm. Admission is free and all are welcome. Juried
by Mandy Brouse, co-owner of Words Worth Books, Sophie
McCann, Arts Coordinator of the Cambridge Centre for the Arts
and Heather Franklin, Executive Director, Button Factory Arts
selected work from 22 artists and writers from 235 submissions. 

Featuring original artwork by Michele
Braniff, Susan Coolen, Amy Ferrari, Judy
Gascho-Jutzi, Melissa Kristensen-Smith,
Nancy Peng, Alisha Rombouts, Bill
Schwarz, Andrew Smith, Bryanna
Vanloo-Rivard, Ralf Wall and Adrienne
Zoe. Writers selected include; Leslie
Bamford, Erin Bow, Michele Braniff,
April Bulmer, Natalie Choi, Barry Earle,
Paul Knowles, Ciaran Myers, Carrie
Palesh, Maria Sayde, and Korinne Tuck,
all of whom are well-known visual
artists and writers from across the
Region of Waterloo.

A variety of artwork will be on display,
including watercolors, oils and acrylic
painting, photography, pencil, digital,
and mixed-media."Public art in a transit
network — indeed, public art in most
settings — can play many roles, from
creating a sense of place, to highlighting
the historical and current presence of a
community, to creating an unexpected
and pleasurable visual encounter," says
Will Kwan, a senior lecturer at the
University of Toronto Scarborough's
department of arts, culture and
media.This project has been made
possible by the generosity of the Region
of Waterloo Arts Fund. Art That Moves
You continues on the ixpress buses
monthly through March 2017.

Weeds, (detail) Nancy Peng. Watercolour and ink 16×20  selected for  Art
That Moves You, Grand River Transit, May 2016

2016: Art That Moves You

H E A T H E R  F R A N K L I N
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Collage by participant from Green Door Art Space

This course was inspired by a tradition originating in 15th century Italy. The accurate representation of the
human form was central to the artists of the Early Renaissance as they endeavoured to revive the figurative arts
of ancient Greece and Rome. The  Academia del Disegno in Renaissance Florence, the first institution to provide
students with a formal art program, combined both two and three-dimensional approaches to the study of the
human form. This complementary approach enhances the ability to really understand and represent
the figure. Drawing and Sculpture sessions alternated over six weeks. 

F R O M  L I F E ,  D R A W I N G  &  S C U L P T U R E  S E S S I O N S
K A R E N  F L E T C H E R

2018: New Kiln & Ceramics Programs

Student Work, Ceramic Pins created in Allie Brenner's Senior Ceramic Pin Workshop
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Collage by participant from Green Door Art Space

Karen Fletcher has been working with the human figure as her central theme for four decades. Since the
late 70s Karen has exhibited her figurative work throughout Ontario and in Newfoundland. It is
represented in a number of public and private collections.

Study of Katherine, Karen Fletcher
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Collage by participant from Green Door Art Space



The Button Factory Arts Outreach program focused on working with three distinct organizations in the
community: The Sexual Assault Support Centre, The Working Centre at the Green Door, and YMCA’s Newcomer
Women to Canada program. Through artistic collaboration, we have continued to provide unique programs
within each of these communities tailored to the specific needs of each organization. It has been an inspiring
experience to work with so many artists and organizers who have dedicated themselves to positive social
change, and the creation of inclusive and supportive environments. The efforts of our numerous
collaborators have allowed us a further reach of our programs into the community, offering individuals
opportunities to create, collaborate, and explore. Thank you to the Kitchener Waterloo Community Foundation
for making it possible to create and sustain these new community connections and partnerships. Without their
crucial funding, projects like this would not be possible.  The following section of this book offers more details
about specific projects within our Outreach Program, which ran until June 2018. The numerous programs
delivered have been graciously provided by artists and art therapists working with Button Factory Arts. The
majority of these programs engaged members of partnering organizational communities, but there were also
opportunities open to the public and members at Button Factory Arts.

Button Factory Arts has provided weekly
programming through fall, winter and
spring sessions to create further art 
opportunities to the community of The
Working Centre's Green Door Art Space. In
the first workshop series, "Creating Marks,
Memories & Mischief" with artist Michele
Braniff,  participants were invited to have
fun with a pen and sketchbook through
experiments with drawing inside and out,
at the market, drawing people, and
drawing with the "other hand". Mars
Orlowskow engaged the community
through art exploration within themes of
self-empowerment and identity. 

G R E E N  D O O R  
A R T  S P A C E

Button Factory Arts:
Outreach, 2017/2018
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A P R I L  2 0 ,  2 0 2 0

Progress on plexi, Drypoint, Laine Groeneweg

Through the Button Factory Arts
Outreach program we have had the
opportunity to work specifically with Art
Therapists to provide creative group
workshops for clients of  the Sexual
Assault Support Centre (SASC). Projects
have included Rewriting our Stories with
Heidi Argyle, a workshop series with
Catherine Mellinger, and Embodiment
with Clay group therapy sessions with
Suzanne Thomson. 

Image right: Suzanne Thomson

S A S C
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Assemblage by Catherine Mellinger



M E M O R Y  C O O K B O O K  P R O J E C T  W I T H  H I B A  A B D A L L A H  
&  W O M E N  F R O M  T H E  Y M C A  H E A L T H Y  L I F E S T Y L E  P R O G R A M
Artist Hiba Abdallah worked In collaboration with Button Factory Arts and the woman of the YMCA Healthy
Lifestyles program to create this cookbook composed of recipes made from memory.  Each contributor shared
one of her favourite recipes through drawings and alternative signifiers that describe how certain recipes are
 made. While some recipes are more abstract and improvisational, others mimic the structure of the more
commonly encountered cookbook. In the initial workshops, we shared stories and memories about cooking: the
first recipes made, how our relationship to food has shifted after immigrating to Canada, dishes we love to eat
but don't make often, etc. The workshops helped frame the topic of food more broadly, bringing up the
questions: what does food mean to different cultures and how does food link us all together? 
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Over the course of many weeks, the youth
explored stories and memories from their
lives, and hopes and aspirations for their
future in Canada. This zine is a compilation of
those sessions, conversations and
explorations.

Reception House gratefully acknowledges
financial support from Carizon Family and
Community Services. This project was created
in partnership with Button Factory Arts as part
of their Outreach Program. Thank you to
Kitchener Waterloo Community Foundation
for their generous funding which made the
Button Factory Arts Outreach Program
possible.

This project was facilitated and designed by
artist Allie Brenner, with help from Reception
House Youth Programs Coordinator, May
Ramez.

Cover Art: Welid Ali

N E W C O M E R  H O P E  Z I N E
A L L I E  B R E N N E R  
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OUTREACH EXHIBITION

The public was invited to attend an exhibition exploring
the work created through partnerships with the Sexual
Assault Support Centre, The Working Centre's Green
Door Art Space, and the YMCA Newcomer Women to
Canada program, during these projects at the opening of
our Outreach Exhibition on May 11, 2018. On opening
night Hiba Abdallah presented an artist talk opening
night which framed the the official release of our
Multilingual Cookbook created with the YMCA
Newcomer Women to Canada program. Closing the
exhibition on May 28, 2018, the public was invited to
attend an Artist Talk by Suzanne Thomson exploring her
work as an artist, art therapist and her project with
Button Factory Arts and The Gardiner Museum.

M A Y  1 1  -  2 8 ,  2 0 1 8
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Creativity and healing are two things I believe 
go together. Often when we struggle there is 
something within us we are trying to express. 
Creative expression of our struggles can help 
us communicate or to be seen and heard; art 
and Art Therapy allow us to see into our 
thoughts or feelings, to externalize negativity, 
while strengthening growth and resilience. 

The Rewriting our Stories project with SASC 
explored the expressive art of Altered books, 
which are a form of retelling or rewriting a 
story through visual arts. 

R E W R I T I N G  O U R  S T O R I E S
H E I D I  A R G Y L E
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Button Factory Arts has been around for 25 years. Can you believe it? As an artist

and member for over a decade, I feel like time is flying by.  From its humble

beginnings to today's high profile charity, working with other regional non-

profits and educators, BFA shows us how local support can move mountains.

The past few years have been notable for a couple of reasons: We finally received

some much needed upgrades to our heritage building; these will continue into

next year, and will help increase accessibility for our patrons and volunteers. Our

gift shop is providing us (and local artists and artisans) with solid revenue to

help the bottom line. And we are hitting capacity with our programs, allowing so

many to benefit from the classes, activities, and events we offer. If we can keep

up this momentum , we can broaden our range and benefit the region in ways we

never could before.

The key, of course, is our people. Our volunteers. Our community. It is your

contribution which helps us with each gallery exhibition, art class, workshop,

and community art project. 2019 has been a year of turnaround for our board,

and we have a whole new cohort of volunteers to keep up this needed

momentum. But they will have the support of our community, just as you have

our support. On behalf our the Board of Directors of Button Factory Arts, I want

to thank you all for being there for us. 

David H. McKee, Board of Directors

Letter from David Mckee,
Board of Directors
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Photograph of Button Factory Arts, Joe Martz
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winter 2019 exhibitions/events

Ryan Price, By a Nose

Winter 2019: Exhibitions & Events

Feb. 15 - Mar. 1, 2019
An Annual Juried
Printmaking Exhibition

2019 Juror: Ryan Price

This juried exhibition
showcases original works
in print. 

The Press Show
celebrates the art of
printmaking and our
community of
printmakers.

PRESS

As a printmaker and
illustrator, having spent
years developing his craft,
Price brings to bear
considerable skill and
imagination in his
meandering, intuitive,
and always fascinating
exploration of the
eclectic oddities that
make us what we are.
Button Factory Arts was
pleased to have him jury
for Press 2019.

2019 PRESS JUROR:
RYAN PRICE

Mar. 8-Mar. 22, 2019
Visions, The Central
Ontario Art Association
Members' Show held at
Button Factory Arts.

COAA EXHIBITION

Mar. 8-Mar. 22, 2019
Button Factory Arts held
its second edition of this
family friendly event with
music by The Karen Reed
Fiddle Orchestra.

ST PADDY'S DAY
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Featured image for BFA Members' Show 2019:
Travelling, Cathy Amos
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winter 2019 exhibitions/events Fencing,  Eryn O'Neill

Mar. 29-Apr. 12, 2019
Button Factory Arts
currently has over 350
active members including
artists in many stages of
their careers and working
with a wide range of
materials and concepts.  
The Members Show has
now been running for 25
years and allows the
opportunity for members
to exhibit their work, and
for the public to view and
explore the diverse work
that is being produced.

BFA MEMBERS' SHOW

April 12, 2019
Artist talk with Tara & Terry
on recent residency work. 

TARA COOPER &
TERRY O'NEILL

May 3-24, 2019
Pira Urosevic's solo show

PEREGRINATION
PIRA UROSEVIC

May 31-June 21, 2019
Kitchener Waterloo
Society of Artists Annual
Members' Show.

KWSA
MEMBERS' SHOW

June 28 - July 20, 2019
Eryn’s practice stems from
the perspective of a
pedestrian engaging with
their immediate
surroundings. Her MFA
Thesis work dealt with the
issues of being a runner in
an ever-changing urban
landscape; often resulting 

STRANGELY FAMILIAR
ERYN O'NEILL

July 26 - Aug. 10, 2019
an eclectic exhibition of
artwork spanning three
generations of women
from the Walker/Bryer/
Kelly line. (Kathi Kelly,
Doris Bryer-Kelly,
Catherine Walker-Bryer) 

Kathi Kelly lives and 
works as an artist in
Waterloo Region. She is a
long-time member of BFA.

BLUEPRINTS
KATHI KELLY

Spring & Summer 2019: Exhibitions & Events
in images of
construction sites, or
other barriers that affect
one’s daily routine.

Main floor: Eryn O'Neill
Second floor: Group
Show, Unfamiliarity
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Featured Image for BFF,  donated
collage by Pira Urosevic
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BFF
Silent auction, original art,
vintage art, performances,
artists, food, drinks & BFFS!

BUTTON FACTORY
FUNDRAISER 

APRIL 26, 2019
Performances 
KW Mixology
Hep Cat Hoppers
Revolve Bellydance
Music with The Mingus Appreciation
Society (quintet)

Art Experiences  
DIY Button Making: Ellie Anglin
Live Painting: Nik Harron, James Nye, 
Ralf Wall, and Ryan Brooks
Live Projection Drawing: Trevor
Waurechen, Julian van Mossel-Forrester
Offerings Projection: Torin Langen

Button Factory Arts hosted its Fourth
Annual Fundraiser in 2019. This year,
playfully renamed in reference to the
acronym for BFF -  "Best Friends Forever!"
This year we invited members and the
public to be our "BFF" and take part in the
one-night-only art event featuring: a
silent art auction, music, art activities, live
performances, food, and drinks.  

Above: Fine plate signed Salvador Dali  Etching is titled "The
Lady and the Unicorn" , circa (approx.) 1971. This Etching
created by the artist. Not a copy! was auctioned at BFF, 2019.

We believe this fine art print was issued in a limited edition
although the exact number has not been verified. The Etching
is in black ink on paper and is signed in the plate and is a
lovely Impression. The signature reads backwards but can be
seen clearly when held to a mirror as this is the process with
most authentic plate signed etchings. The plate size is
approx. 10 x 8 inches and overall framed size is 18 x 15 inches.
This artwork has a good, clean image with sharp, strong
inking.. This is not a lithographic copy, there are NO matrix
dots! The piece is very nicely matted and framed with a label
on the back from APF Inc, frame-makers and conservators in
NYC. This etching encapsulates the flamboyant style of
surrealists during this time.

A silent auction of vintage finds  took place throughout the
evening and Jen Vasic (City of Waterloo Councillor) ran three
live auctions throughout the night . Auctioning original works
of art donated by local artists and donated vintage works
which even included an original Salvador Dali!
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Sept. 17, 2019 
Art talk + workshop that
explored intersections of
art and design. 

ARTIST TALK:
NICOLE BENO

Sept. 28, 2019
Installation by Danny
Ingrouville and Sculpture
by Allie Brenner.

LUMEN

Oct. 18, 2019
Artist talk with Ernest
Daetwyler exploring his
engaging public projects
and sculpture.

ERNEST
DAETWYLER

Sept. 21, 2019
In collaboration with
Green Door Art Space,
and Potluck Projects! 

MENDING
WORKSHOP

Nov. 16-Dec. 21, 2019
Opening night, Nov. 16. 
A great night with annual
Munzy Party upstairs, and
music with Meghan Bunce.

BUTTON FACTORY
ARTS MARKET

A full day of celebrations!
Included exhibitions,
and archival installation,
performances, and more!

BFA 25TH
ANNIVERSARY

Oct 11-Nov. 1, 2019
The 2019 Annual Juried
Exhibition was juried by
Ernest Daetwyler.

ANNUAL JURIED
EXHIBITION

Nov. 1, 2019
A performance by Tess
Martens to close the
Annual Juried Exhibition.

TESS MARTENS
MY YELLOW SMILEY
FACE BALLOONS Nov. 29, 2019

The launch of this book.
Martin DeGroot discusses
the art centre's role in
the civic life of Waterloo. 

BOOKLAUNCH
CULTURE TALK

Right: 25th Anniversary photo (top left to right): David McKee (Board Member), Jane Mitchell (Board Member), 
Ryan Brooks, Dave Jaworsky (Mayor of Waterloo), Erin Appleby (Cultural Planning Strategist, City of Waterloo), 
Josh Winker, Pira Urosevic, Michael Schmidt (Asst. to Bardish Chagger), Angela Vieth (Waterloo City Councillor),

Tenille Bonoguore (Waterloo City Councillor), Bardish Chagger (Member of Parliament for Waterloo), Erin Stamoulos
(Head of Operations), Heather Franklin (Executive Director), Gayle Williams, 

Allie Brenner (Program Director, Designer), Sam Trieu (Board Member), Meghan Bunce.

Fall 2019
Exhibitions
& Events

25th Anniversary Events

Screen Prints, Nicole Beno
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In reflection of Button Factory Arts 
25 years as an art centre, this work
presents the viewer with digitally
collaged images from multiple time
periods. Memories, stories and
moments are crystallized into a
single sculptural form filled with light.

25 Regina was exhibited for Lumen
(Sept. 18, 2019) and in the Button
Factory Arts Archival Installation from
September 28 - November 29, 2019

Thank you to Region of Waterloo
Arts Fund, and The City of Waterloo
for funding this project.

On September 28th, 2019 Button Factory Arts hosted a 25th
Anniversary celebration. Members and the public were invited to
attend for words from Official Speakers including Bardish
Chagger, Dave Jaworsky, Tenille Bonoguore, Heather Franklin,
and David McKee (Board of Directors). Introductions were
performed by Erin Stamoulos. 

Above Photo (left to right): Angela Vieth (Waterloo City Councillor),
Tenille Bonoguore (Waterloo City Councillor), Erin Stamoulos (Head of
Operations), Allie Brenner (Program Director), Heather Franklin
(Executive Director), Bardish Chagger (Member of Parliament for
Waterloo), Dave Jaworsky (Mayor of Waterloo).

25 REGINA
ALLIE BRENNERAnniversary

Celebrations
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25 Regina, Allie Brenner
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Left top: Fabio Gasbarri installs vinyl
for Terra Road, installation by Danny
Ingrouville.

Left: Meghan Bunce performs hits from
1994 at 25th anniversary celebrations.
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A wander into a man-made forest in which civilization parallels nature's design. An immersive sculptural
installation by Danny Ingrouville was on display in the Button Factory Arts Gallery at the opening for the 25th
Anniversary Celebrations and the City of Waterloo's Festival, Lumen. 
The full exhibition ran September 28 - October 5, 2019. 

TERRA ROAD
DANNY INGROUVILLE
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Image of the the artists at the Annual Juried Exhibition: Loose Buttons/Tight
Seams on October 11, 2019

Vanessa Pejovic, Elizabeth Forrest, Kate Carder-Thompson, Noella Upitis,
Nancy Peng, John David Roberts, Tee Kundu, June Horwich, 

(not in attendance) Tyler Matheson, Karice Mitchell.
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In Celebration of the 25th anniversary, the theme for this year's
"Annual Juried Exhibition" Loose Buttons/Tight Seams asked artists
to engage and entertain ideas on current issues affecting the socio-
cultural fabric of our diverse community and the things that hold us
together.

Given the existential challenges people face worldwide, many artists,
feeling the need to connect and speak up, increasingly engage in
activist and social art practices. The contributions by the artists in
this exhibition reflect on the current moment of our society in a
crucial time of transformation. 

Artists: 
Kate Carder-Thompson, Elizabeth Forrest, June Horwich, 
Tee Kundu, Tyler Matheson, Karice Mitchell, Vanessa Pejovic,
Nancy Peng, John David Roberts, Noella Upitis

Mend is a video
performance that explores
our relationship to clothing.
My pile of missing buttons
and loose seams had been
following me from
apartment to apartment,
suitcase to suitcase.
Finding the time to care for
our possessions, allows us
to care for ourselves and
our surroundings.

MEND
TEE KUNDU

Loose Buttons/
Tight Seams

Above: Still image (from video)
featured on postcards and
advertisements for the exhibition:
Mend, Tee Kundu

ANNUAL JURIED EXHIBITION: OCT. 11 - NOV. 1, 2019
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Ernest Daetwyler is an interdisciplinary sculptor and
visual artist based in the Region of Waterloo. He will
present an artist talk introducing his numerous sculptural
works, installations and public art projects in Canada
and abroad. Some of his most recent projects in the
public realm have included: The Boat Project/
everythingwillbefine, McMaster Museum of Art,
Hamilton, Ontario, Past/Present/Future for the Region of
Waterloo at the former County Courthouse building,
Kitchener, Ontario, and the New Credit First Nation, All’s
Well, Science Building, California State University
Bakersfield, California, USA.

2019 Juror: 
Ernest Daetwyler

Lifeline

The Silencing of Sound
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An image of winter trees created with
intentional camera movement. A sound wave; 
a heartbeat - agitated but present. 

LIFELINE 
VANESSA PEJOVIC

I became acutely aware of all that was
disappearing in our unending quest for more. 

THE SILENCING OF SOUND
NOELLA UPITIS

Spanning refers to the activation of modified
spinning wheels to facilitate spiritual
communication. The process relies on the
wool's transformation into yarn and the voice of
the spanner to reach across the veil. 

A recent graduate from the MFA program at
Western University. Kate Carder-Thompson
created this work initially for her thesis
exhibition. She describes spanning as existing
in the complex divide between fine art and craft. 

"Craft’s association with rote, repetitive labour
continues to complicate the perceptions of its
value within visual art practices. This work
deploys specific craft techniques in a process of
“spiritual re-skilling” that harnesses labour as
the intuitive force that makes communication
across time possible. It has been a
transformative project in that it has changed my
understanding of what it means to be spiritually
expressive and has generated potential for
interacting with history in more dynamic and
emotional ways."

SPANNING 
KATE CARDER-THOMPSON

June Horwich’s art practice relieves the
monochrome tedium with the creation and use
of colourful lengths of fabric and thread. She
has built her practice on dyeing cloth using a
variety of resists, and delights in the serendipity
of these methods. 

Cavern (detail)

CAVERN
JUNE HORWICH

Digital Photograph/Giclée Print, 21"x27”

Acrylic on Board, 24"x20".

Cavern (detail) mixed media - paper, cotton fabric,
cheesecloth, acrylic felt, thread, 37x 60 cm
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Spanning, Kate Carder-Thompson
Performance of Spirit Communication Device
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The National Association of Japanese
Canadians seeks redress from B.C. to make
visible the history of injustice. The photo is an
edit of my Mother and friends,1933. The
embossment of the house depicts the
confiscation of property and human rights from
Canadian born children of Japanese heritage.

REDRESS FOR A LOST CHILDHOOD
NANCY PENG

Aluminum plate photo etching, chine colle on Japanese
paper, 20"x16" (2019)

Recycled printmaking proofs and drawings from a
decade of the artists practice using stitching to
create new work. This piece advocates self-
reflection and revisioning as a contribution to
creating a better world.

MAKING THE BEST OF THINGS
ELIZABETH FORREST

Recycled mokuhanga prints, drawings. embroidery thread
stitchery, acid free adhesive, backing of Usukuchi washi
paper, 52” x 58” (2018-19)

Making the Best of Things (detail)
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Redress for a Lost Childhood 



Venus II, Archival Inkjet Print, 11x14
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'Venus' is an ongoing series and
photo-based art project that
continuously seeks to deconstruct
and critique the representations of
black female sexuality throughout
popular culture. 

Karice Mitchell is a photo-based
installation artist interested in
dismantling representations of
black female sexuality in popular
culture. Often working with found
photos as the foundation for her
work, Karice then uses photo
based processes such as a
flatbed scanner to manipulate and
abstract the found imagery. 

Through digital manipulation and
experimenting with photo based
processes the intent of Karice’s
work is to transcend the found
photos original context in hopes 
of interrogating questions of
sexuality, race and
representation. She recently
graduated from York University
with a Bachelors of Fine Arts with
Honours and is currently
completing her MFA at University
of Waterloo.

Tyler Matheson received his BFA in Painting and Photography at
York University. He now lives and studies in Waterloo, Ontario as
an MFA candidate at the University of Waterloo. His research
investigates queer theory and personal experiences, object
performativity, and the aesthetics of interaction. Currently, his work
takes form in painting, sculpture, installation and alternative
techniques in photography. 

Inspired by the adage : Sticks
and stones may break my
bones, but words will never
break me. 

VENUS II
KARICE MITCHELL

FAG
TYLER MATHESON

ONLY WORDS
JOHN DAVID ROBERTS

Fag, Bare Conductive LED, MDF, Silcone

Reused/Recycled wooden blocks, Scrabble
and Crosswords A lifetime of bullying and
name-calling. Gay vernacular.
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Yellow has always been my favourite colour
because it is so bright and happy. I have always
been taught by society to appear happy. Living
with mental illness is complicated and not
always what it appears. You may seem happy
but feel mentally under the weather
simultaneously. These experiences have
inspired my performance "My Yellow Smiley
Face Balloons.' " - Tess Martens

Tess Martens' performance closed out the
Annual Juried Exhibition on November 1, 2019.
This performance took place as part of the Art
for Healing & Social Change program.
Coordinated by Allie Brenner, this program was
made possible thanks to generous funding by
The Government of Canada.

MY YELLOW SMILEY FACE BALLOONS  
TESS MARTENS
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The Arts Market is held every year in late
November and runs until Christmas. It is a
wonderful opportunity for local artists and
makers to showcase their talents. Button
Factory Arts takes pride in being able to support
their local artists and makers and give them the
opportunity to earn some income for their work.
The Arts Market is a thriving busy market that
keeps growing every year. 

It creates a lot of excitement and interest for our
community and gives people an opportunity to
buy beautiful handmade one-of-a-kind gifts that
will be treasured by their family members for
years to come. We highly recommend that you
come out and participate, as an artist or as an
interested member of the community, and enjoy
what this local community of artists and makers
has to offer.

Arts Market

Erin Stamoulos has been coordinating the Arts Market
since 2017. In 2016 there were about 25 vendors
participating. Her dedication and hard work with this
important fundraising initiative have  brought the
number of artist vendors up to 75 in 2019. 

Porcelain Pendant, John Hofstetter.  
Incorporating colours, textures and artifacts from
Newfoundland's Bonavista Peninsula,
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Fibre Art, June Horwich

ERIN STAMOULOS



Message from Heather Franklin,
Executive Director
My first introduction to the button factory was a tour led by Bob McFarland from the City of

Waterloo. It was attended by artists, arts supporters and members of the Waterloo Regional Arts

Council. I remember thinking what a great opportunity it was for the arts community. I did not

know it would have such an enormous impact both personally and professionally for me. In

January 2020 I will have been employed by Button Factory Arts for 10 years. 

I remember being interviewed by Executive Director, Lauren Judge in the kitchen of the Button

Factory. It felt comfortable and instinctively felt like home. She hired me as the Program

Coordinator, and she was a great mentor. I never thought I would be writing about our 25th

anniversary! As you have read through our history, you will have seen that many volunteers,

board members, arts supporters and funders, staff, arts organizations and artists have made this

old heritage building their home. This would not have happened without the generous support

of the City of Waterloo, that saw a little grassroots group of artists with a great idea for the

community! And continue to support our arts hub for over 25 years!

Many local creative people have left their mark on our space. Sher Diccio was Executive Director

for 15 years. She was the heart of the facility for many years. Others included Veronica Ross,

Peter Etril Snyder, Melissa Doherty, Aggie Beynon, Bob Nicol, Victoria Shannon, Isabel Cisterna,

Sheila Macdonald Roberts, Nancy Peng, Marshall Ward, Gloria Armstrong, Hubert Haisoch,

Robert Creighton, David Okum, Gary Kirkham, Kathleen Sheehy, Barry Coombs, Karen Fletcher,

Fabio Gasbarri, Crystal Bradford & Liam Kijewski, our wonderful volunteers and too many more

to mention. We have collaborated with all members of our arts community and are constantly

making new connections with various artists and arts organizations in the Region.

Our current staff, Erin Stamoulos, our Head of Operations; and Allie Brenner, our Program

Director are incredible people who have incredible empathy and compassion for all our

members and volunteers and visitors. Working at a non-profit, charitable organization, we all

give our heart and soul to our positions here. And we are just a small segment of a continuum of

creators, makers, artists, designers, musicians, writers, dancers, and instructors who share their

talent and enthusiasm and leave their souls in this amazing facility we call Button Factory Arts.

Heather Franklin, Executive Director
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Staff 
Heather Franklin 
Executive Director
Allie Brenner
Program Director, Designer
Erin Stamoulos
Head of Operations
Sophie Corbett
Administrative Assistant
Aleko Stamoulos
Building Maintenance

Board of Directors 
Rob Case, Harvinder Chahal, Julie Dring, John Henderson, 
Andy Houston, Dave McKee, Jane Mitchell, Jordan Priede, Sam Trieu

Ex-Officio
Heather Franklin, Executive Director
Erin Appleby, Cultural Planning Specialist, City of Waterloo
Tenille Bonoguore, City of Waterloo Councillor

Volunteers

Theatre on the Edge, The Baden Storyteller’s Guild, Vishwa Dharma
Educational Society- Meditation, Karen Reed Fiddle Orchestra, University of
Waterloo Ballroom Dance Club, United Salseros, Waterloo Buskers, Numus
Concerts, Lotus Meditation, Kundalini with Kasia.

Studio Volunteers: Karen Fletcher, Fabio Gasbarri, Paula Rostrup, 
Nancy Peng. Administrative Volunteers: Jane Holbrook, Laura Cranton,
Darlene Turner, Jean Winker.  Volunteers: Ashley Lalonde, Mike Lehman,
Aleko Stamoulos,  Kathi Kelly, Pira Urosevic.

Resident Groups

Sexual Assault Support Centre, The Working Centre's Green Door Art Space,
Reception House, Ray of Hope (Youth Addiction Services), Mennonite Coalition
for Refugee Support, YMCA (Newcomer Healthy Lifestyles Services).

Outreach Partnerships

2019
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Sher DiCicio

We cannot even imagine our 25 year anniversary
without taking special mention of Sher Diciccio. She
was Executive Director  for 15 years. She was the
heart and soul of the organization in its formative
years. Visitors would come in and next thing they
knew they were on the board or volunteering. Sher
had that talent of bringing artists, musicians and
dancers together in creative projects and
collaborations. I was selected to be part of the
Grand View show back in 2002. It was a touring
exhibition that travelled along the Grand River
watershed from Waterloo down to Cayuga. Sher
and Gloria Armstrong packed their own cars with
artwork and drove from gallery to gallery every time
the exhibition changed locations! It was impressive.
Sher would listen to you and learn about your
talents and she would find a project for you. Sher
treated everyone like family and I can only hope to
follow her lead and still continue the tradition to
make our facility welcoming to the arts community.
Sher passed away in November 24, 2013. Her spirit
lives on  at BFA every time another artist or visitor
comes in the building.

- Heather Franklin

Recent Passings
Button Factory Arts would like to

acknowledge two dedicated artists who
have recently passed away. Veronica Ross
and Bob Nicol were both wonderful artists
and individuals, dedicated to making art

happen in our community through projects
with Button Factory Arts (Waterloo

Community Art Centre). Veronica, lives on
through her writing, and Bob, his

photography.

Button Factory Arts remebers Cher DiCiccio
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Veronica Ross

Bob Nicol



Button Factory Arts Alleyway, Robert Murray (2019)



This project was part of the 25th Anniversary projects and was made possible thanks to funding from
the City of Waterloo and the Region of Waterloo Arts Fund. 

Thank you to all of the artists who showed their work, taught classes, and shared their creative energy
with Button Factory Arts and the community over the past 25 years. There are too many to name who
have been involved, you know who you are, and we love you! 

To all of the administrators, who often do the less visible work to organize community projects,
exhibitions, and art education, thank you for your creativity, vision and ability to collaborate to bring
these opportunities to the community. This work would not be possible without you. Thank you to all of
our members, volunteers and donors. A very special thank you to Merv Redman for your support and
donations in Dianne Redman's name. 

Button Factory Arts has had the opportunity to work with many incredible partners within the
community through our BFA Outreach Program. Thank you to: Sexual Assault Support Centre, The
Working Centre's Green Door Art Space, Reception House, Ray of Hope Youth Addictions Services,  YMCA
Newcomer Women to Canada and Healthy Lifestyles Program. We appreciate the important work you
do and we value our partnerships which allow us to make art and art therapy accessible to more people
in our community.

This book was launched on November 29, 2019 in tandem with a Culture Talk by Martin DeGroot at
Button Factory Arts regarding this significant 25 year milestone. You will recognize several articles
included in this book that were written by Martin. He has been active in the regional arts and culture
community since 1993 and wrote a weekly arts and culture column for the Waterloo Region Record for
22 years. Thank you to Martin DeGroot for writing so many wonderful articles about Button Factory Arts.

Book Contributors & Acknowledgements

Editor, Designer: Allie Brenner
Writing credits, unless otherwise noted:
Allie Brenner, Heather Franklin
Annual Juried Exhibition and My Yellow Smiley
Face Balloons Performance Photography by:
Sacha Columbia
25th Anniversary Celebration Photography by:
Lawrence, LOF Photography
Cover Art: Summer Camp Kids w/ Allie Brenner
Proofreader: Jean Winker
Printing: Cardinal Print
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR SUPPORTERS!

BUTTON FACTORY ARTS IS A NON-PROFIT
REGISTERED CHARITY: #8913630063-RR-0001

25 REGINA ST .  SOUTH WATERLOO ON,  N2J 1R8

519-886-4577 |  WWW.BUTTONFACTORYARTS.CA 


